
The Fountain on Main Street

The public fountain in the center of Main Street’s park has a particularly strong filter. The

Parks and Recreation board as well as the current mayor laud the fountain for encouraging public

sanitation in a combination of “artistry and realism”. The other two park fountains at the North

and Southeast edges of town are murky—vomit-inducing, even—but the fountain on Main Street

always stays sparkling. Simply obnoxious. The public fountain on Main Street is a drain on the

nearby area’s plumbing. I live right across Main Street’s perky. Little. Filtered. Marvel.

I cannot properly flush my toilet three-fourths of the day. I cannot wash my hands and I

cannot wash my face without taking a gamble on getting bird “stuff” on my arms and head and

hair. I don’t think I’ll be able to drink from a tap ever again, hell, I can’t even look at a sink

without dry-heaving now! Seeing as it has been a month since that monstrosity’s construction,

“living” under the oppressive stone thumb of that appalling playpen for diseased air-fowl has

gone on one month too long. Watching the birds do all their hygienic business right in front of

me day-in and day-out—the absolute nerve! It is the type of thing that’d drive a proper

gentleman to do some ungentlemanly things.

It would be, of course, if I didn’t have the perfect solution staring me right in the face.

Enough blades. Give the can a shake or two. The water sure does sparkle!

---

All my years walking about this town’s parks could never prepare me for such a flight of

lunacy! Brandishing a bag of toiletries, a man in a full suit walks directly from his home, past the

very bench upon which I sit, and sets himself up at our beautiful fountain… To shave! The

gall—the absolute nerve! He’s making such a racket with that Barbisol can, too; just the height
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of odium. The audacity to deface such a monument to sanitation and decency. I have walked

from my tiny, proud house, which my great-grandfather (God be with him) built, the ten blocks

necessary to see this beautiful fountain since its immaculate creation one month prior. Now, from

out of the blue, some spoiled member of my very own hometown tries to act out! Not today, I

say. Marching up to the barely put-together man, I declare myself confidently.

“Excuse me sir—are you a pigeon?” The man has the continued streak of insanity

required to ignore me, a sweet, sage, old woman. “Sir—you appear to be using the public

fountain as a sink!” He wretches lightly at that; the freak must be coming to his senses

somewhat.

“I’m shaving. It is a matter between me and my unneeded follicles. Kindly be about your

own day, madam.” Seething now, I can do little but prove this dolt wrong.

“When you decide to pollute the fair and public waters of a pillar representing human

civility, you bring others into your business, you—you germ! Perhaps a strong filter should be

placed here to remove dirty impurities like you!”

“I suppose you’ll take that up with the mayor and all the boards that erect such B-A-utiful

money pits. While you’re at it, mention how Main Street residents clean bird feces from our

hands and bodies at regular intervals, thanks to this civil rock.”

Appalled by his language, I take a stand for all of us, as a crowd of onlookers begins

filtering out from their nearby homes, bringing supplies to form a rally. Plenty of the denizens of

Main Street had been enviously looking out their windows at the beautiful fountain. The people

are on my side, and we can drive this interloper from our midst. We are the filter. We’ll make this

place just as sparkly as the water before us!
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---

The citizens of Main Street gathered around the fountain, many of them carrying full

boxes or baskets from inside their nearby homes. Dishes, laundry, and toiletries sprang forth

from their containers. Men, women, and children gaggled around the fountain, pushing past the

old lady and her delusional eyes. They proceeded to go about their business in the fountain. The

water stayed crystal clear.

The old woman storms off, a bubble bursts before her—the entire town has devolved and

gone crazy! Back to her tiny house, built board by board by her great-grandfather (God be with

him). She packs in a flash, her tiny possessions stuffing her Station Wagon in under an hour. She

barrels past the fountain, past the congregation of heathens in the heart of her once beloved

hometown, now reverted back to the cro-magnon; bathing with one another, along with the

beasts and fowl! The idyllic citizenry she had so respected, filled with hard-workers that kept to

themselves, now destroyed by one antagonist.

It had been many a year since she drove the battle-weary tank outside the familiar streets.

The suspension rebounds like a mass of moldy jello, and each of the mirrors move like rusted

pendulums in their fixtures. Dirt invades the areas she doesn’t know the names of underneath her

rims—the parts her late husband had rattled off to her time and time again, as she braved the

unpaved roads. Hours pass with the rumble of spare possessions in the back seat and trunk

whining a homesick symphony. Brown, brittle boxes of knick-knacks and memories drum

against one another over bumps and craters. The days of her father, the days of her grandfather,

and the days of her great-grandfather (God be with him), are over. Her husband had been
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doomed to pass as the last good man. Steeling herself, the old woman never looks back. At least,

not until a distant sparkling catches the rear view mirror’s swinging path…

---

Finally, I can feel like a real person again! Clean as a whistle judging by that devilishly

handsome reflection. My heart was doing its own little drum solo for a moment, what with all

those people mobbing around, but it’s nice to see some sanity return to town since the stone

menace was put up. I haven’t seen some of these people in years, and now we can all meet as

true equals, just doing some real human business. A true return to form! Maybe this fountain

really is some kind of monument to our commonalities as fellow people. I can practically feel the

swell of our camaraderie at this moment, moving me around like a bunch of hard-working

bumblebees shaking the hive with our collective efforts!

---

The man was not entirely mistaken. The prideful shaking he felt was in part his own

emotional tremors, but was mainly the factory-standard filters clogging under the sudden

workload of Main Street’s hygienic plight. Nearly three dozen people had let loose their pent up

sanitational woes at once! Fit to make cracks in the ground around the fountain, the filters

strained and vibrated with increasing fervor until the citizens above were forced to take stock of

their surroundings. Quiet in that exact moment, peaceful even, the fountain trickled for a few

moments more before releasing a deluge of waste and water all at once. Forming an impromptu

portrait of screaming cherubs playing around sparkling clouds of waste rather than fluff, the

denizens of Main Street rise three stories into the air, clean and godly for one more tick of time.

---
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Reflected by the crooked rear-view mirror and behind inch-thick glasses, the old

woman’s eyes sparkled at a wonderful comeuppance meted out from a truly wonderful fountain.
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